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1 Access URL 

The URL to access the delivered platform is the following: 

http://platform.eo4wildlife.eu 

  

http://platform.eo4wildlife./
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2 Platform interface 

The web application is designed to be intuitive to access and use by scientists and other interested people. 

The application can be divided in two main parts:  

• Navigation bar: allows the user navigating through the application (cf. Figure 1). The navigation bar 
has fixed position on the top, to be always accessible to the user independently of the main content 
of the application.  At the right side the user can see their username.  

 

Figure 1: Main navigation bar 

Clicking on the user login at the top right of the page, the user can see which version of the platform they are 
using, download this guide, send a mail to the platform help desk or they can logout from the platform. 

 

Figure 2: About window 

• Body: this is a dynamic content. In the main page there are sections that redirect the user to each 
specific page (cf. Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3: Main view 
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3 User management 

Accessing the platform requires a login/password. Users are not yet able to create a user account through 
the platform interface. The “New Account” link opens a predefined mail to ask for credentials. The user base 
is populated by the platform administrators. 

When accessing the platform, before any interaction with the application, a dialog will appear (cf. Figure 4). 
This dialog cannot be closed by the user until they provide their credentials. 

 

Figure 4: Login dialog 
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4 User Data management 

The platform provides the My Workspace tab for all users to manage their personal activities and data. Data 
on the platform can be: 

• Private user data, uploaded by the users to their workspace 

• Public data, uploaded on the platform by administrators 

When a user registers for the first time, a private folder is automatically created in the workspace with the 
user's name, and behind it, two sub-folders: 

• input_dir: this directory is where users can upload data to process. 

• process_dir: processing results after task execution are stored in this folder. 

At the same level of the private folder, the user will find another folder called public:  

• public: where the test files are stored to share them in a readonly mode with other users; these files 
are example files which can be used as inputs to execute the services. 

 

  

Figure 5: User workspace 

To upload files into the user private workspace, please drag and drop the file to upload from a Windows 
Explorer to the EO4wildlife application page displaying the folder content, or select the button (highlighted 
in red; cf. Figure 5) has to be clicked, and a dialog will appear containing a file explorer to allow the user 
locate the file they wants to upload into the platform (cf. Figure 6). From this dialog, users can also create 
new folder in their private workspace. If the selected file exceeds the available capacity in the user 
workspace, the application will show a message and will not allow the user upload data until he makes room 
in their workspace. The maximum storage capacity is fixed at 20 Gb per user. 

 

Figure 6: Upload file functionality 

If the right button is clicked on a selected file, a context sensitive menu will appear with different 
functionalities, for some files formats such as .shp or .xml the application will show specific functionalities: 

• Download: download the file to the local machine 

• Download as CSV: available only on XML files. This functionality will convert the XML to CSV and 
download it to the local machine  

• Rename: rename the file in the platform 
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• Move: move the file to another location on the platform 

• Copy: copy the file to another location on the platform 

• Delete: delete the file on the platform 

• Publish SHP: the user can visualize the file in the map viewer 

Each user can also access the public folder in read-only mode for static and reference data made available by 
the platform administrators. The management of this folder content is strictly reserved to administrators. 
The platform provides converters to make their data compliant with the EO4wildlife XML format. See “How 
to ingest my data” procedure in Appendix for more details. 
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5 Product management 

A catalogue is implemented in the EO Data Catalogue tab for discovering products that are among those used 
in the EO4wildlife Services (cf. Figure 7). 

The EO4wildlife EO Data Catalogue is populated with datasets coming from external services: the CMEMS 
catalogue (http://marine.copernicus.eu) and the CLS datastore catalogue (https://datastore.cls.fr). 

By extending the “search” panel in the catalogue, the user can set his search criteria (categories, keywords, 
creation time, etc.) (cf. Figure 8). 

 

Figure 7: Catalogue initial page 
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Figure 8: Product catalogue and search engine 

The user can also view the details for every product in the catalogue; for example, the spatial extent, 
temporal extent, metadata and a short description (cf. Figure 9). 

 

Figure 9: Detail of a product (product catalogue) 
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6 Services management 

6.1 Service execution 

The Services Catalogue tab displays all the available processing services that the user can launch. The services 
are gathered by type (Figure 10). 

 

Figure 10: platform service catalogue 

The services can be found using the search input located on top of the list of services. This component allows 
to the user search the services by title, type or description. The matching words are highlighted to show in a 
better way (cf. Figure 11). 

 

Figure 11: Searching services by description and by type. 

When the user selects one of the services, a box appears on the right with a brief description of the processing 
and the specific inputs needed to run it (cf. Figure 12).  

Before executing the processing service, the user can select or not the options "Publish inputs for 
visualisation" and "Publish outputs for visualisation". These options trigger the generation of the geographic 
layers that can be visualized in the Data visualisation tab (see section “7 Data visualisation”). These 
geographic layers are generated from the processing inputs and outputs. For instance: 
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• Earth Observation data downloaded at the beginning of a service execution using EO data as inputs 

• For a filtering service (such as Speed filter), input is the initial tracking data, output is the filtered 
tracking data. Layers can be generated for input and output files in order to compare input and 
output of the filter. 

 

Figure 12: Service´s form 

The user can also access to a detailed description by clicking on the information button (highlighted in red; 
Figure 13). The information includes a full description of the service and references of the used R packages 
and bibliography. 

 

Figure 13: Detailed service´s description. 
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6.2 Workflow execution 

The Workflows tab displays all the available predefined workflows that the user can execute (Figure 14). 

 

Figure 14: Selecting input data and run a workflow 

The user can also define customized workflows by clicking the “add workflow” (highlighted in red) button. A 
new panel will appear to allow the workflow construction (cf. Figure 15). 

In this section the user can select the services he wants to add to the workflow and their order as well as the 
workflow´s name and description. 

 

Figure 15: Defining custom workflow 
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During the definition of the workflow, the processes can be chained to another one. This way the output of 
one service will be the input of the following one. This can be configured selecting the “Previous step output” 
checkbox (cf. Figure 16).  

 

Figure 16: Chaining processes 

To run a workflow, select the “Edit button”, define the parameters to apply to each step of the workflow and 
select the “Launch” button. 

Once the workflow execution has been launched with the selected input data, the status of the execution 
can be monitored on the Service/Workflow Execution tab (see section “6.5 Service/Workflow Execution”). 

6.2.1 Edit workflow 

The workflows created by the user can be edited by clicking the “Edit” (highlighted in red) label (cf. Figure 
17). A new panel will be opened with the current workflow ´s configuration. 

 

Figure 17: Edit workflow. 

6.3 Data selection from the user workspace 

Clicking on the My Workspace button on an input data (see Figure 18) selects it from the user workspace 
input_dir folder. Only the allowed file formats can be selected (the formats are displayed in the bottom of 
the dialog) to avoid the user selecting the wrong file. 
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Figure 18: Selecting input data from user workspace 

For services using EO data, the user can select data from the Earth Observation Catalogue by clicking on the 
Catalogue button when selecting input data, or data from its own workspace by clicking on My Workspace. 
The input format for EO data must be NetCDF. For more details on the product selection from the catalogue 
see next section 6.4. 

6.4 Earth Observation data selection 

When Earth Observation is used by a service, the user can select EO data from the Earth Observation 
Catalogue by clicking on the Catalogue button a "Select input data from catalogue" window opens that allow 
the user to specify the EO data he wants to use. This process is done in 2 steps: 

• The first step is the "Define data geospatial coverage" window in which the user can select a 
geographic bounding box and a temporal period (Figure 19). 

 

 

Figure 19: Define geospatial coverage (1) 
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On this step, the user can either enter manually the geographic and temporal boundaries or use the 
"Get data from tracking file" button (highlighted in red; Figure 20). This function is only available for 
service using both tracking and EO data, and only if tracking data has been selected before EO data. 
In this case, the button automatically extracts the geographic and temporal boundaries from the 
tracking data and autofill the fields in the panel. 

 
Figure 20: Define geospatial coverage (2) 

• The second step is the "Select EO data" window in which the user can select the environmental 
variables and the EO products they want to use. Only variables covering the time period and area of 
the predefined “geographical area” will be proposed to the user for selection. The user can search 
for a variable by typing the keyword (Figure 21). 

 

Figure 21: Select EO products (1) 
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When the user has chosen a variable, the list of EO products providing this variable is proposed. 

 
Figure 22: Select EO products (2) 

The user can then click on the “Select” button to add the chosen EO product to the list of selected 
products (Figure 22). 

 

Figure 23: Select EO products (3) 

Depending on the services, one or several products can be selected (Figure 23). When the EO data 
selection is done, they can click on the OK button and come back to the service description box that 
now displays the details of the selected EO input data1 (Figure 24). 
 

                                            
1 The bathymetry data is stored in the “public” folder in the workspace instead of the catalogue. 
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Figure 24: Select EO products (4) 
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6.5 Service/Workflow Execution 

The user can view all the services they have executed and their details in the Service/Workflow Executions 
tab. The first column, on Execution Status view (Figure 25) shows different colours based on the status of 
each execution: The meaning of each colour is given in Table 1. 

Process Status Colour Signification 

Downloading Data Grey 
The platform is downloading data that the processing service needs for its 

execution 

Download Failed Red 
An error occurred during the download of the data. See the logs for more 

details (this might be caused by the data provider) 

Download Succeeded Grey Data has been downloaded successfully 

Preparing Data Grey 
The platform is preparing the data for the processing service (merging of the 
different files downloaded to provide a single file to the processing service) 

Preparing Data Failed Red 
An error occurred during the preparation of the data. See the logs for more 

details 

Data Ready Grey Data are ready and the actual processing service execution can start 

Process Accepted Blue 
The processing service is in a queue ready to be executed but waiting for 

available resources on the platform 

Process Started Blue The processing service is being executed 

Process Failed Red 
An error occurred during the processing service execution. See the logs for 

more details 

Process Succeeded Green 
The processing service has been executed without error. See the log for 

more details on the execution 

Table 1: Process Status 

 

Figure 25: Execution status view 
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In the History of executions table, the user can: 

• Sort the rows following one of the columns 

• Search in all or in a selection of columns (cf. Figure 26) 

 

Figure 26: Show/hide columns and filter by column 

• Go into the execution folder in its workspace with the link in the Path EO4wildlife column 

• See the log of a specific execution with the  button 

• Delete an execution from the history (this also delete the execution folder in its workspace) with the 

 button 

• Replay an execution with the  button. The execution can be relaunch with the same input data 
and parameters (relaunch button) or the user can edit the input and parameters by clicking “Edit 
inputs” button (cf. Figure 27).  

 

Figure 27: Replay an execution´s modal. 
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7 Data visualisation 

The Data Visualisation tab allows the users to display geographic layers generated from the inputs and 
outputs of the processing service they have executed (if the corresponding option was selected when running 
the service, see section “6.1 Service execution”). 

 

Figure 28: Visualisation panel (1) 

A list of "Available layers" is displayed on the top of the panel (Figure 28). For each layer, the user can add it 
to the map, rename it or delete it. Layers can represent tracking data (set of points) or EO data (full-extent 
coverage of an area). 

 

Figure 29: Visualisation panel (2) 
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The panel "Active layers" list the layers displayed on the map (Figure 29). For each layer, the user can rename 
it, delete it or remove it from the map (it is then moved back to the Available layers list) (see Figure 30). 

 

Figure 30: Layers manipulation 

The layers can be configured by the user (cf. Figure 30). If the layer is an Earth Observation data layer, the 
user can configure its scale, the above and below colours as well as the range or number of bands. 

If is a track/shapefile layer the user can configure it by the parameters defined in the layer (a dropdown will 
allow the user to choose the parameter to be displayed). 

 

Figure 31: Layers configuration. 
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Layers have a time dimension: the date associated to each point in a tracking data layer or date of each 
sampling in an EO data layer. They can be animated over time to show the temporal correlation between 
two datasets (see Figure 32). 

 

Figure 32: Layers animation. 

There are different base layers available, clicking the dropdown highlighted in red (cf. Figure 33) the user can 
choose between several layers. Once selected the map will updated automatically. 

 

Figure 33: Base layer configuration. 
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The user can generate a map of the current viewport, the available file formats are displayed in the dropdown 
highlighted in red (cf. Figure 34). Once the format is selected, a file will download in the user´s local machine. 

 

Figure 34: Export map. 
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Annex. How to Import my Data in EO4wildlife 

Inputs 

Interoperability 

A EO4wildlife XML schema is defined to store the relevant information of your tracking data. This EO4wildlife 
format is the only format for tracking data to be accepted by the services. The XSD hierarchical data model 
is presented in appendix A.  
 
To help you converting your data into the format accepted by the services, the EO4wildlife platform provides 
a CSV/XLSX to XML converter for: 

• ARGOS Sea turtle tracking data (input data as CSV format) 

• Seabirds tracking data (input data as CSV format) 

• Marine mammals transects observations (input data as XLSX format) 

Input CSV files can be directly exported from two thematic platforms:  http://seaturtle.org/ and 
http://www.seabirdtracking.org/. Once exported, CSV files can be uploaded by the user in the EO4wildlife 
platform in his private workspace.   
 
Users of the seabirdtracking.org platform can export tracking data directly from the seabirdtracking.org in 
the correct xml format by doing a dataset request in the seabirdtracking.org platform. 
 
The automatic connection between http://seaturtle.org/ and http://www.seabirdtracking.org/ with the 
EO4wildlife platform is still under development.   

CSV to XML Converters rules 

1. The CSV separator is comma.  

2. Longitudes are between -180.0 and 180.0 (no value accepted from 181 to 360). 

3. Latitudes and longitudes are in degrees, formatted as decimal numbers. 

4. Default Coordinate Reference System is EPSG 4326 WGS84. 

5. From the CSV file, only relevant columns for the EO4wildlife services are converted in the xml 

format. 

6. Predefined values are expected for Argos location class, sex, age, breed stage and breed status. 

See appendix A to discover expected values. 

7. Only the columns correctly labeled with the predefined titles and contents will be converted in the 

xml format. Titles and contents are case sensitive.  

8. When a column is not converted, its description is set to NC (for not converted).  

Your input files don’t need to be compliant with the column order. 

  

http://seaturtle.org/
http://www.seabirdtracking.org/
http://seaturtle.org/
http://www.seabirdtracking.org/
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Basic CSV to XML Converter 

See below the description of the expected columns of the CSV file for the sea turtles tracking data exported 
from seaturtle.org: 

 

Expected CSV 
Column name 

Priority Corresponding XML 
Description 

XML Type Expected 
Format 

uid  NC string  

uuid Mandatory Device.model string Default is 
ARGOS  

prognum Mandatory  Dataset.datasetName   

tag_id Mandatory Animal.animalId string  

utc Mandatory Location.locationDate dateTime dd/MM/yyyy 
HH:mm 

lc Mandatory ArgosLocation.locationClass ArgosLocationClass See appendix A  

iq  NC   

lat1 Mandatory Location.latitude double  

dir1  NC   

lon1 Mandatory Location.longitude double  

dir2  NC   

lat2 Optional Diagnostic.latitude2 double  

dir3  NC   

lon2 Optional Diagnostic.longitude2 double  

dir4  NC   

nb_mes  NC   

big_nb_mes  NC   

best_level  NC   

pass_duration  NC   

nopc  NC   

calcul_freq  NC   

altitude  NC   

sensors  NC   

Table 2: Description expected columns od the CSV file 

Example of the expected first line of the csv file: 
uid,uuid,prognum,tag_id,utc,lc,iq,lat1,dir1,lon1,dir2,lat2,dir3,lon2,dir4,nb_mes,big_nb_mes,best_level,pass
_duration,nopc,calcul_freq,altitude,sensors 
 
Data sample: 
160933,,1892,4413a,19/08/2004 00:04,1,50,16.031,N,-22.72,W,13.831,N,-32.644,W,7,0,-133,375,0,401 
651576.3,0,195 00 00 00 00 00 
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Advanced CSV to XML Converter 

See below the description of the expected columns of the CSV file for seabirds tracking data: 

Expected CSV 
Column name 

Priority Corresponding XML 
Description 

Type Expected 
Format 

dataset_id Mandatory Dataset.datasetName string  

scientific_name Mandatory Species.scientificName string  

common_name Mandatory Species.vernacularName string  

site_name Optional Colony.site string  

colony_name Mandatory Colony.colonyName string  

lat_colony Optional Colony.latitude double  

lon_colony Optional Colony.longitude double  

device Mandatory Device.model string  

bird_id Mandatory Animal.animalId string  

track_id  NC   

original_track_i
d 

Mandatory Observation.originalTrackId string  

age Mandatory Animal.age ageEnum See 
appendix A 

sex Mandatory Animal.sex sexEnum See 
appendix A 

breed_stage Mandatory Observation.breedStage breedStatusEnum See 
appendix A 

breed_status Mandatory Observation.breedStatus breedStageEnum See 
appendix A 

date_gmt 

 

Mandatory Location.locationDate dateTime dd/MM/yyy
y 

HH:mm:ss time_gmt Mandatory 

latitude Mandatory Location.latitude double  

longitude Mandatory Location.longitude double  

argos_quality Mandatory ArgosLocation.locationClass ArgosLocationClass See 
appendix A 

Table 3: Description of the expected columns of the CSV file for seabirds tracking data 

Title line: 
dataset_id,scientific_name,common_name,site_name,colony_name,lat_colony,lon_colony,device,bird_id,t
rack_id,original_track_id,age,sex,breed_stage,breed_status,date_gmt,time_gmt,latitude,longitude,argos_q
uality 
Data sample: 
901,Thalassarche melanophris,Black-browed Albatross,Falkland Islands (Islas Malvinas),Steeple Jason,-
51.03,-61.22,GPS,1438004,16311,1438004_1,adult,unknown,incubation,breeding,17/10/2012,01:24:36,-
50.32753,-60.54346,NA 
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Marine mammal XLSX to XML converter 

Marine Mammals observations and transects are defined in one single excel file containing two 
spreadsheets: one must be labeled “observation”, and the second is “transects” (case sensitive). 
The names and character case of the sheet names must be respected. See below the description of the 
expected columns of the XLSX file for marine mammals data: 
 

Expected XLSX Column 
name 

Priority Corresponding XML 
Description 

Expected Format 

transect_ID Mandatory Transect.identifier  

obs_ID Mandatory   

POD_SIZE Mandatory Animals.poolSize  

lat Mandatory Location.latitude mm'mmmm 

lon Mandatory Location.longitude mmm'mmmm 

Date 

time 

Mandatory Location.locationDate yyyy-mm-dd 

hh:mm:ss 

sector  NC  

distance Optional Observation.distanceObs  

code esp Mandatory Species.scientificName  

species Mandatory Species.vernacularName  

observation    

red list category Optional Species.redListCategory  

threat declaration Optional Species.threat  

breed declaration Optional Observation.breedStatus  

Table 4: Observation spreadsheet 

Example of the first line of the “observation” sheet: 
transect_ID obs_ID POD_SIZE lat (mm'mmmm) lon (mm'mmmm) date (yyyy-mm-dd)
 time (hh:mm:ss) sector distance (metre) code esp species observation red 
list category threat declaration breed declaration 
 
Data sample: 

N/01 A07/01_00450 -16.17063141 50.15989304 07/01/2010 06:37:52 2010-01-07 
06:37:52 N/ TM N/01  N/01A07/01_00450 
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Expected XLSX 
Column name 

Priority Corresponding XML 
Description 

Type Expected Format 

dataset declaration Mandatory Dataset.datasetName string  

coowner 
declaration 

 NC   

owner declaration  NC   

TRANSECT_N Mandatory Transect.identifier   

FLIGHT_NO     

lat Mandatory Location.latitude  mm'mmmm 

lon Mandatory Location.longitude  mmm'mmmm 

DATE  NC   

HHMMSS  NC   

DATE_TIME Mandatory Location.locationDate  yyyy-mm-dd 
hh:mm:ss 

STRATE  NC   

SECTEUR Mandatory Transect.sector   

TRANSECT  NC   

  NC   

transect id  NC  transect_n + 
flight_no 

Table 5: Transects spreadsheet 

The first line for the “transects” sheet is the following: 

dataset declaration coowner declaration owner declaration TRANSECT_N FLIGHT_NO LAT
 LON DATE_ HHMMSS DATE_TIME STRATE SECTEUR TRANSECT 
 transect id (transect_n + flight_no) 

Data sample: 

2 -13.06606 44.44416 2009-12-17 11:25:53 CMGM 142.9752697 TURSPP
 Grand dauphin océanique / indo-pacifique 
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Outputs 

During the processing of the animal tracking data on the EO4wildlife platform, the input data can be 
enriched with added-value information such as: 

• the shortest distance to the shore, distance to the animal colony, to the nearest seamount or 
canyon 

• a selection of environmental variables values along the track of animals 

• interpolated positions 

The EO4wildlife platform provides the possibility to transform the XML back to CSV so that you can play 
with it with your favorite tools such as Excel or QGIS. 
Each significant column of the XML file is exported as a CSV column which title is the XML element name. 
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Appendix A: XSD description 

XSD model 

Data are a set of datasets organized by animals or transects for marine mammals. 

 
Figure 35: XSD model 
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The set of animals is ordered by animal equipped with devices. 

 
Figure 36: Animals ordered by devices 
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The pool size is used for marine mammals observation and provides the number of animals observed in an 
observation. 

Several devices can be installed on an animal. Each device provides observations. 

 
Figure 37: Devices observations 
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Each observation can be enriched by a quality flag or an enrichment by a EO4wildlife service. 

 

Figure 38: Quality flag (1) 
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Figure 39: Quality flag (2) 

 

Figure 40: Quality flag (3) 

The locations of the plane during the transect are given by: Transect.observations.observation.location 

 

Figure 41: Transect observations 
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Marine mammals observations are provided by: 

Transect.animals.animal.devices.device.observations.observation.location where the device is the filght_no 
column in the Excel file.  

 

Figure 42: Marine mammals XSD model 
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XSD types 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    <xs:simpleType name="ArgosLocationClass"> 

        <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 

            <xs:enumeration value="Z"/> 

            <xs:enumeration value="B"/> 

            <xs:enumeration value="A"/> 

            <xs:enumeration value="0"/> 

            <xs:enumeration value="1"/> 

            <xs:enumeration value="2"/> 

            <xs:enumeration value="3"/> 

        </xs:restriction> 

    </xs:simpleType> 
 

    <xs:simpleType name="sexEnum"> 

        <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 

            <xs:enumeration value="male"/> 

            <xs:enumeration value="female"/> 

            <xs:enumeration value="unknown"/> 

        </xs:restriction> 

    </xs:simpleType> 

        <xs:simpleType name="ageEnum"> 

        <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 

            <xs:enumeration value="adult"/> 

            <xs:enumeration value="sub-adult"/> 

            <xs:enumeration value="yearling"/> 

            <xs:enumeration value="immature"/> 

            <xs:enumeration value="juvenile/immature"/> 

            <xs:enumeration value="juvenile"/> 

            <xs:enumeration value="pup"/> 

            <xs:enumeration value="fledgling"/> 

            <xs:enumeration value="unknown"/> 

        </xs:restriction> 

    </xs:simpleType> 
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    <xs:simpleType name="breedStageEnum"> 

        <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 

            <xs:enumeration value="pre-egg"/> 

            <xs:enumeration value="incubation"/> 

            <xs:enumeration value="brood-guard"/> 

            <xs:enumeration value="post-guard"/> 

            <xs:enumeration value="chick-rearing"/> 

            <xs:enumeration value="creche"/> 

            <xs:enumeration value="breeding"/> 

            <xs:enumeration value="fail(breeding)"/> 

            <xs:enumeration value="migration"/> 

            <xs:enumeration value="winter"/> 

            <xs:enumeration value="sabbatical"/> 

            <xs:enumeration value="pre-moult"/> 

            <xs:enumeration value="moulting"/> 

            <xs:enumeration value="non-breeding"/> 

            <xs:enumeration value="internesting"/> 

            <xs:enumeration value="postnesting"/> 

            <xs:enumeration value="unknown"/> 

        </xs:restriction> 

    </xs:simpleType> 

    <xs:simpleType name="breedStatusEnum"> 

        <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 

            <xs:enumeration value="breeding"/> 

            <xs:enumeration value="non-breeding"/> 

            <xs:enumeration value="unknown"/> 

        </xs:restriction> 

    </xs:simpleType> 


